A LUXE Christmas to Inspire

The impressive front façade of this ultra-contemporary LEED Gold certified home beckons you inside to experience a holiday season inspiring a LUXE vision—something that has become a signature theme for Patricia Gray of Patricia Gray Interior Design. This home located in the ‘Little Australia’ neighbourhood of the UBC Endowment Lands was built by Natural Balance Home Builders and architecture is by Frits de Vries Architect.

Inspired by the clean lines of the home and the crisp white and wood accents, Patricia chose to adopt a sophisticated winter theme that incorporates silver and white. Artwork by Patricia Gray provides additional pops of color to add to the festivities.

The holiday dining room table and kitchen island incorporates an exceptional selection of Atkinson’s fine dinnerware, which welcomes you to take a seat and be part of the Christmas celebration. Hilary Miles Flowers has provided her unique signature floral arrangements throughout the home to compliment Patricia’s LUXE vision. Seasonal décor and accents have been provided by Urban Barn. Upstairs the bedrooms incorporate special touches of holiday cheer supplemented by Cowboys and Angels Toy Store.

The LUXE theme continues as the open concept of the home is complimented by the surrounding garden and beautiful rock features making the outdoors a natural extension to the living and dining room.

A tour of this impressively designed home will leave you inspired to create your own LUXE inspired holiday celebration.